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NA FORM 1421 (4-85)
Why don't you say - we have indicated cooperation and when we see the form of the request or whatever it is -

These matters must proceed in an orderly manner and I am not going to get up here and comment on the possibility of __________

of future action (?) Irrational

The other thing you might do is -- this would put our friend John Dean III in a tough spot - say while there have been some accusations against him, he's really in the poorest position position to defend himself of anybody in the government.

Right. Do you know she got married? (Sally must have walked in)

No - when did she do that? (Believe she said - this weekend in St. Croix.)

There was always a chance for us.
Sally: Laughter - oh, thank you very much.

P: Manolo is the one who talked her into it - he said this year was his 19th wedding anniversary and he said next year he was going to desert Fina and marry Sally and she wouldn't wait.

E: Laughter. Let's send Manolo into -- incidentally, who did you marry?

Sally: David Buickma - he is in business here in Washington. He is a director of __________ for __________ Company.

We used to go there often - but we didn't get married until the fourth quarter. Laughter

E: That's right.

P: Congratulations

Sally: Thank you.

E: I don't know whether it would add anything really from our